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What’s New in norton 360 6.0 Final :
* Industry-Leading Layered Security helps protect you against advanced threats

through a combination of definitions and heuristic and behavioral technologies give
you confidence that your PC is secure .

* Network Monitoring protects your home network against unauthorized access by
detecting whether your connected wireless network is secure or not secure, providing
you with a visual picture of your network and each device that is connected to it and
let’s you view the security status of the norton protected computers on the network.
* Backup provides for new backup destinations including HD-DVD and Blu-Ray disc

and iPods, while continuing to support the widest range of mapped and networked
storage drives and an included 2GB of online storage, providing more options for

backup than any other product in its class
* Registry Cleaner helps optimize performance by removing unneeded Windows
registry files to help keep your computer healthier and running more efficiently.

* Phishing Protection for Firefox: Phishing Protection guards online attempts to steal
your personal information using real-time analytics to identify and block fraudulent

web sites, and now supports both the Firefox and Internet Explorer browsers.
* Diagnostic Report provides a convenient system snapshot for easier troubleshooting

and problem diagnosis of any PC issue by collecting detailed system information
including operating system, installed applications, startup applications, hardware

configuration, and more and delivers it to you in a viewable, printable format that you
can save or email to whomever you go to for help.

* Fast, Easy Access to Settings and Tasks means that although norton 360 does all the
work for you automatically and quietly in the background, you can choose to do things

manually such as run a scan, modify a backup job, query status, check for the latest
updates, or just do some cleanup and optimization
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